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Goal Setting

SMART Goals
Smart

Goals should be simplistically written and clearly 
define what you are going to do. Answer the “what, 

why, and how” of the goal.

Measurable
Identify how success will be measured. Common 
measures include quantities, qualities, deadlines, 

and evaluations related to your goal.

Action-Oriented
Include what actions you need to take to reach this 
goal. Write the goal with specific verbs that clearly 

identify the task(s) to be completed.

Realistic
Make sure you have all of the necessary resources, 
time and support to complete the tasks required to 

achieve your goal. (Is it feasible?)

Timely
Goals should include a timeline that incorporates 
appropriate deadlines and relevant dates for the 

completion/implementation of all tasks.

Goal setting is a process that allows organizations and organization leaders to 
identify how they will further the mission of their organization. As a leader in any 
context, it is important to set both personal and professional goals that identify 
areas for growth and achievement each semester. As an organization, goals 

provide a common focus on how members are working towards the organization 
leader’s vision and serve as a place to evaluate accomplishments over time.

What is your S.M.A.R.T. goal? 
________________________________ 
________________________________
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SWOT Analysis

    Strengths
• What advantages does your 

organization have? 
• What do you do better than anyone 

else? 
• What do people in your  

community see as your strengths? 
 
Example: Our organization has clear 
goals defined.  

•

         

Weaknesses

• What are some disadvantages  
that you organization has? 

• What could you improve?  
 
 
 
Example: Our organization has no 
clear goals defined.  

     

Opportunities

• What are some strategic  
alliances, partnerships that  
you can form?  

• What interesting trends are you aware 
of? 
 
Example: More people are liking/
following us on social media. 

    

    

  Threats

• What obstacles do you face? 
• What is preventing your organization 

from running more efficiently?  
 
 
Example: Our organization is 
struggling with member retention/
recruitment. 
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SWOT Analysis is a structured evaluation tool that can be used to assess an 
organization’s current state and its potential for growth. A SWOT Analysis can be 
completed for individual positions within an organization, and then combined to 

analyze the organization overall. The chart below details how to analyze an 
organization in regards to the four components of the SWOT Analysis: strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

“The SWOT analysis is an excellent tool for organizing 
information, presenting solutions, identifying 
roadblocks and emphasizing opportunities.”


